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Anabolic steroid accelerated multicompartment syndrome following trauma
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Abstract

The case is reported of a 23 year old male body builder who was involved in a road traffic accident after taking anabolic steroids. The resulting trauma caused a severe life threatening acute multicompartment syndrome resulting in the need for urgent multiple fasciotomies.
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Anabolic steroids such as nandrolone are used recreationally by some athletes to achieve a rapid increase in muscle bulk from the anabolic effects on muscle tissue. Chronic compartment syndrome has been described in athletes who undergo rigorous training regimes1; it may be treated by conservative methods or subcutaneous fasciotomy. Acute compartment syndrome is an emergency, presenting with severe pain in the affected limb. If surgical decompression is not performed quickly, muscle necrosis ensues accompanied by systemic metabolic effects.2–4 Delay in treatment is usually because of failure to recognise the condition, particularly in the unconscious patient with multiple injuries.

Case report

A 23 year old man was airlifted to the casualty department of Hull Royal Infirmary after falling from his motorcycle.

All injuries were confined to the right side of the patient, and consisted of an undisplaced right radial head fracture and fractures of the right iliac crest, right femoral shaft, and a compound (Gustilo 3B) fracture of the right tibia and fibula. On the left, all muscle compartments were soft and the limbs pain-free on passive and active movement.

A full blood count on admission showed a haemoglobin concentration of 133 g/l and a white cell count of $26.9 \times 10^9$/l. Urea and electrolytes were normal, but the urine was dark brown and found to be very high in myoglobin and red cells. The patient was conscious throughout and at no time did he become hypovolaemic or hypotensive.

The patient was taken to theatre for right femoral and tibial nailing. The radial head and pelvic fractures were managed conservatively.

In theatre the patient’s right foot was noted to be cold and dusky with absent pulses. An on table angiogram showed patent vessels proximal to the ankle, with arterial spasm, but no other vascular compromise. Fasciotomies were performed of the right thigh and all four compartments of the lower leg, which resulted in a warm pink foot.

During surgery the patient suffered an acute ventricular fibrillation/tachycardic cardiac arrest which resolved with the administration of lignocaine and calcium chloride/sodium bicarbonate. The patient’s potassium level, although normal on admission, had risen to 7.6 mmol/l at its peak during the arrest. He was transferred to the intensive care unit for monitoring.

Sixteen hours later he complained of severe pain and swelling in his left, uninjured, lower leg and right arm. On clinical suspicion alone of compartment syndrome, he was taken to theatre for fasciotomies of all compartments of the left lower leg and right arm (figs 1–3). The compartments were tight, with grossly ischaemic muscle which bulged through the incisions.

1. Delay in treatment is usually because of failure to recognise the condition, particularly in the unconscious patient with multiple injuries.

2. In theatre the patient’s right foot was noted to be cold and dusky with absent pulses.
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Despite decompression, none of the muscles of the anterior compartment of the left lower leg, nor the biceps brachii improved in colour or contraction to stimulation.

The patient continued to complain of pain in both legs and right arm. Creatinine kinase levels continued to increase (>60 000 U/l) and urinary myoglobin concentration remained elevated. He was therefore returned to theatre again 24 hours later. The biceps muscle of the right arm, tibialis anterior, extensor hallucis longus, and extensor digitorum of the anterior compartment of the left lower leg were all found to have patchy necrosis and required debridement, despite the complete release of the anterior compartment earlier. The right lower leg was found to have patchy superficial necrosis of the anterior compartment.

In view of the extensive and progressively worsening myonecrosis, he was transferred to the regional hyperbaric unit where he underwent twice daily treatments for three days. His condition stabilised and his wounds were later grafted.

The patient continued to make good recovery; however, one year later he is left with a fixed flexion deformity of 30° of his right elbow and a left foot drop. The right leg and thigh are fully functional, but there is gross wasting of the anterior compartment muscles.

Discussion

Chronic, acute on chronic, and rarely acute compartment syndrome has been recognised in athletes1 5–8 and soldiers91 0 who undergo rigorous training, which is due to an increase in volume of muscle in a tight fascial compartment, or repeated trauma. The pressure within that compartment can further increase because of swelling of the muscles after intensive exercise or trauma. Although we cannot prove that anabolic steroid abuse was the direct cause of this patient’s multiple compartment syndromes, we postulate that it may produce increased susceptibility to the condition because of the rapid increase in muscle volume and growth that it brings about.

CONCLUSION

Compartment syndrome is well recognised in athletes, most commonly in the lower leg, but may occur in any fascial compartment as the result of swelling of the muscles after intensive exercise or trauma. Although we cannot prove that anabolic steroid abuse was the direct cause of this patient’s multiple compartment syndromes, we postulate that it may produce increased susceptibility to the condition because of the rapid increase in muscle volume and growth that it brings about.
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Take home message

Be aware of the possibility of multiple compartment syndromes in the muscular athlete, who may be taking anabolic steroids, who presents after trauma.